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The freshness, or timeliness, of information maintained at
interested nodes is critical in many real-world applications,
such as a central controller which requires time-sensitive status
parameters from sensors, a cellular base station which utilizes
channel state information for efficient transmissions in fastfading scenarios, and distributed actuators where each actuator
requires independent and timely inputs. With the emergence
of Internet-of-Things (IoT), such information freshness is
becoming increasingly important; a reasonable quantification
thereof is the recently proposed age-of-information (AoI) [1]–
[5]. Simply put, it denotes the difference between the current
time and the status (maintained currently) generation time, i.e.,
h(t) , t − µ(t),

(1)

where h(t) denotes the AoI at time t and µ(t) denotes the
generation time of the status maintained at destination at time
t. In scenarios where a more up-to-date status renders an old
status useless, i.e., the system status evolution is Markovian
such that the current status is irrelevant with any old status
given a newer status, AoI provides a compressive, and still
mathematical tractable, characterization of the information
freshness.
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Abstract—In an Internet-of-Things system where status data
are collected from sensors and actuators for time-critical applications, the freshness of data is vital and can be quantified by the
recently proposed age-of-information (AoI) metric. In this paper,
we first consider a general scenario where multiple terminals
share a common channel to transmit or receive randomly generated status packets. The optimal scheduling problem to minimize
AoI is formulated as a restless multi-armed bandit problem. To
solve the problem efficiently, we derive the Whittle’s index in
closed-form and establish the indexability thereof. Compared
with existing work, we extend the index policy for AoI optimization to incorporate stochastic packet arrivals and optimal
packet management (buffering the latest packet). Inspired by
the index policy which has near-optimal performance but is
centralized by nature, a decentralized status update scheme, i.e.,
the index-prioritized random access policy (IPRA), is further
proposed, achieving universally near-optimal AoI performance
and outperforming state-of-the-arts in the literature.
Index Terms—Internet-of-Things, age-of-information, Markov
decision process, restless multi-armed bandit, Whittle’s index,
random access
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Fig. 1. A general status update system architecture with N source-destination
pairs sharing one common channel.

There have been extensive efforts in the literature for AoI
optimization in various scenarios. Considering a single sourcedestination pair, the queuing theory has been applied by
many works to analyze and optimize the AoI performance
(cf. [1], [2], [4]); the problem of scheduling multiple sourcedestination pairs has been mainly formulated and addressed
with Markov decision process (MDP) and restless multi-armed
bandit (RMAB) under different channel models and system
assumptions [6]–[8]; a considerable amount of efforts have
also been dedicated to, e.g., considering energy harvesting
sources, general service processes (M/G/1) and so forth (cf.
a compressive and timely paper collection on [9]).
In this paper, firstly towards obtaining the optimal performance, we consider a general status update scheduling problem where multiple source-destination pairs with randomly
generated status packets share a common channel which is
depicted in Fig. 1; note that both wireless broadcast channels
and multiaccess channels can be incorporated in this model
by considering co-located source nodes and destination nodes,
respectively. Our goal in this part is to find the optimal
(centralized) status update policy, including the scheduling
decision and packet management policy, which minimizes
the infinite-horizon time-average AoI. Towards this end, we
derive the Whittle’s index [10] of the problem in closedform and establish the corresponding indexability. Based on
Weber and Weiss [11] and numerous evaluation results in
the literature, the Whittle’s index policy is considered nearoptimal, especially when the number of terminals is large.
Furthermore, we then focus on the multiple-access channel

which is of key interests in future IoT systems. A decentralized
status update scheme, i.e., the index-prioritized random access
policy (IPRA), is proposed based on the derived Whittle’s
index and shows universally near-optimal performance.

time slot under policy π. In particular, the long-time-average
AoI of the system is concerned, which is defined by

A. Related Work

A. Status Update Process

The decentralized scheduling problem for AoI optimization
is considered by Jiang et al. [8], where a round-robin policy
with one-packet buffers policy (RR-ONE) is shown to achieve
asymptotically optimal performance with closed-form achievable AoI expressions. However, in the non-asymptotic regime,
RR-ONE exhibits notable performance degradation whereas
our proposed IPRA is universally near-optimal.
The Whittle’s index has been adopted to solve the centralized scheduling problem for AoI optimization [6], [7]. Kadota
et al. [6] address the deterministic packet arrival scenario
comprehensively where they derive the index policy and also
prove its performance bound. We adopt similar methodologies
and generalize to stochastic packet arrival scenarios. In parallel
with this work, we find that Hsu [7] also derives the Whittle’s
index with random packet arrivals; however, a specific nobuffer packet management policy is considered whereby the
age of a packet at terminals either does not exist (no arrival
at current time slot) or equals one (a packet just arrived).
Our work generalizes the work [7] to allow arbitrary packet
buffering policy and shows evident performance gain by using
only one-packet buffers. Moreover, the index derivation in
this paper is more challenging due to the fact that a twodimensional system state is involved (the states in [7] are
considered “nearly” one-dimensional since the age of packets
is either zero or one). Additionally, it is shown that the index
expression in [7, Theorem 7] coincides with a special case of
our results.

In order to minimize their AoI, the terminals should decide
on a transmission scheduling scheme by which they can update
the status in a timely fashion and also avoid collisions. In
principle, only one terminal should be scheduled for collision
avoidance; however, considering the fact that decisions are
made autonomously and terminals cannot coordinate perfectly
based on global state information, we include concurrent
transmissions in our model and hence possible collisions. The
status update decisions include:
• Scheduled terminal set and transmission probabilities:
Decide the set of terminals that is scheduled and the
transmission probability pi of each terminal.
• Packet management: Once a terminal is scheduled, a
status update packet is then transmitted based on a
packet management policy; the terminal can choose
which packet in its buffer to transmit.
Due to the decoupled packet management and terminal
scheduling, it is obvious that the optimal packet management
scheme is to transmit the most up-to-date packet; this is
equivalent to maintaining a one-packet buffer at each terminal
and only retains the newest packet. Note that the one-buffer
packet management is not necessarily optimal when considering service interruption which, however, does not exist in this
work [12].
The evolution of the AoI of terminal-n can be written as
Y
hn,π (t + 1) = hn,π (t) + 1 − un,π (t)
(1 − uj,π (t))gn,π (t),

)
¯ π,N , lim sup ∆(τ,N
∆
.
π

(3)

τ →∞

j6=n

(4)

II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We consider a general scenario where one central controller
is either collecting or broadcasting status update packets for
multiple terminals. There are a total of N terminals, e.g.,
sensors and actuators. A time slotted system is considered. The
status updates are conveyed by randomly generated packets
at each terminal, reflecting the current status information
sensed by terminals and stored at terminal queues. The packet
arrivals are modeled by independently identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Bernoulli processes with mean rates λn ∈ [0, 1],
∀n = {1, ..., N }; unlike conventional systems, these packets
are usually short, containing a small amount of information
however requiring very stringent timeliness. Therefore, instead
of throughput, we adopt the AoI metric as our main optimization target. Concretely, the τ -horizon time-average AoI of the
system is defined by
)
∆(τ,N
π

τ
N
1 XX
E[hn,π (t)],
,
τ N t=1 n=1

(2)

where π denotes an admissible policy, τ is the time horizon
length, and hn,π (t) denotes the AoI of terminal-n at the t-th

where un,π (t) = 1 denotes the terminal-n transmits in this
time slot and zero otherwise, and the AoI reduction is denoted
by gn,π (t) which equals the time duration (time slots) between
the generation of the last received packet from terminal-n and
the updated packet’s generation time, i.e.,
gn,π (t) = hn,π (t) − an,π (t),

(5)

where an,π (t) denotes the age of the packet at terminal-n in
the t-th time slot. Note that gn,π (t) equals zero if terminal-n
has no packet to update; to unify the notation, we prescribe
an,π (t) = hn,π (t) in this circumstance and hence gn,π (t) ≥ 0.
To be clear, the sequence of events is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The AoI (the cost in the MDP formulation introduced later) at
Scheduling decision

Packet transmission
and status update

New packet arrival

Age ← Age + 1

Fig. 2. Status update sequence.

time t is defined as the AoI at the time between status update
and new packet arrival, which is in line with the post-action

age definition in [7]. The age of the newly arrived packet
is zero, followed by immediate increment at the end of the
sequence, and hence the age of a new packet is one at the
time of decision.
III. D ECOUPLED M ODEL AND I NDEX P OLICY
In this section, we first formulate the general status update
scheduling problem into a MDP problem which is solved by
relative value iterations to give a performance benchmark in
the simulation section. Afterwards, we introduce the decoupled
model where each terminal is examined separately and develop
the Whittle’s index policy.
A. MDP-Based Problem Formulation
The system state is denoted by
S(t) = {(a1 (t), d1 (t)), ..., (aN (t), dN (t))},

(6)

where dn (t) denotes the difference between the AoI of
terminal-n and the age of the packet of terminal n, i.e.,
dn (t) = hn (t) − an (t).

(7)

Note that this state definition is equivalent with the one
with (an (t), hn (t)), whereas much more convenient in the
following derivations and therefore adopted. Based on the fact
that the AoI is the age of the packet of the last-updated packet’s
age, it is clear that dn (t) ≥ 0, ∀n, t; in addition, we define
a new packet’s age as one and hence an (t) ≥ 1, ∀n, t. The
action space is
U = {1, ..., N },
(8)
which denotes the scheduled terminal index. Note that with
global information, it is without loss of optimality to only
consider work-conserving non-collision policies [8, Definition
1]. The state transition probability for terminal-n when not
scheduled is described by
Pr{(an , dn ) → (an + 1, dn )} = 1 − λn ;
Pr{(an , dn ) → (1, dn + an )} = λn ,

(9)

and when scheduled,
Pr{(an , dn ) → (an + 1, 0)} = 1 − λn ;
Pr{(an , dn ) → (1, an )} = λn ,

(10)

with an ≥ 1 and dn ≥ 0. The objective is to minimize the
long-time average AoI, i.e.,
τ
N
1 XX
E [an,π (t) + dn,π (t)(1 − un,π (t))] .
min lim sup
π∈U τ →∞ τ N
t=1 n=1
(11)
Such an MDP problem can be solved by the relative value
(policy) iteration method with average cost function [13],
however, the curse of dimensionality and lack of insights limit
the effectiveness of the solution. To address this issue, we
note that the above problem can be essentially viewed as an
RMAB problem whereby each arm represents one terminal
and the reward of pulling an arm is the AoI reduction of the
corresponding terminal. It is well-known that the Whittle’s

index policy is near-optimal for RMAB problems with a large
number of arms, in this case terminals [11]. Therefore, we
seek for the index policy in the following subsection.
B. Decoupled Model
To design the index policy, a decoupled model is formulated
where the AoI of each terminal is compared with an arm with
constant cost m. Whittle’s methodology is that by comparing
with an arm with constant cost, the value of each arm is
represented by the minimum cost that makes the pulling
decision of the arm equally beneficial. Therefore, each arm
can be investigated separately, and hence the complexity of
finding a solution decreases from exponential with N (MDP
value iteration) to linear with N . Mathematically, the Whittle’s
index is equivalent to solving a relaxed version of the Lagrange
dual problem [10]. However, the main challenge is that the
Whittle’s index policy is only defined for problems that are
indexable, meaning that the value of each state of an arm can
be fully characterized by the constant cost of index policy; on
the other hand, the existence of such indexability is problemdependent and usually difficult to establish, especially with
multi-dimensional system states whereby simple structures of
the solution (e.g., threshold-based) do not exist.
Since only one terminal is considered, we omit the terminal
index in this subsection. Concretely, the decoupled problem is
formulated by adding a constant cost m whenever the terminal
is scheduled, the objective function of the decoupled model is
therefore
τ
1X
E[a(t) + d(t)(1 − u(t)) + mu(t)]. (12)
Jˆ∗ = min
u(t)∈{0,1} τ
t=1
We consider the long-time average where τ → ∞. The action
is binary, i.e., u(t) = 0 or u(t) = 1. This MDP is an average
cost problem with infinite horizon and countably infinite
state space, and hence the existence of a deterministic and
stationary optimal policy is problem-dependent [13]. However,
we note that this specific problem can be shown to have an
optimal deterministic and stationary policy by checking that
the assumptions outlined in [14, Theorem] are met.
Therefore, the steady states exist and the optimal policy can
be obtained by solving the Bellman equations to minimize the
long-time average AoI. The Bellman equations are given by
(since steady states are considered, the time index is omitted)
f (a, d) + Jˆ∗ =
(
)
d + a + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, d) + λf (1, d + a),
min
(13)
,
a + m + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, 0) + λf (1, a)
where the top equation in the minimization corresponds to
idle and the bottom denotes scheduled, the optimal average
cost is denoted by Jˆ∗ , and f (a, d) is the differential cost-togo function and we prescribe f (1, 0) = 0. In what follows,
we will solve the above Bellman equations.
Theorem 1: Considering the decoupled model, given an
auxiliary cost m, the optimal action with a state (a, d) is
to schedule the terminal when d ≥ Da and idle otherwise.

Specifically, D1 = β where β is the unique positive solution
to the following equation:


1 2
1
1
β +
−
β − m = 0.
2
λ 2
(14)
The rest of the thresholds are given by

(a − 1)a

(1 − λ + aλ)β − λ
, if 1 ≤ a < β;
Da =
(15)
2

λm,
if a ≥ β.
The optimum average AoI is
1
Jˆ∗ = + β. 
λ

(16)

Proof: The basic methodology to solve the equations is
to first assume the structure of the solution and the optimal
policy, and then solve the Bellman equations based on the
assumptions. Consistency of the solutions and the assumptions
should be checked afterwards. Since there is (with mild
conditions) a unique solution to the Bellman equations, such
a constructive method can work to find the solution. See
Appendix A for details.
Remark 1: Examining the difference between Theorem 1
and [7, Theorem 5], due to the no-buffer assumption in [7],
the system states are nearly one-dimensional (age of a packet is
either one or none) and hence there is only one AoI threshold;
in contrast, there is one threshold for each a (age of the packet
at terminal-side) in Theorem 1, making the derivation of the
theorem considerably more challenging. On the other hand,
we will show based on simulation results that by using only
one-packet buffers, the performance gain is evident compared
with the no-buffer index policy.

The indexability of the index policy can be readily derived
based on Theorem 1.
Definition 1 (Indexability): Given costs m1 and m2 , and the
sets of states that the optimal action is to idle are denoted by
Πm1 and Πm2 respectively, the problem is indexable if

where
d + a(a−1)
λ
2
. 
(19)
1 − λ + aλ
Remark 2: The derivation of the index follows directly from
the optimal policy of the decoupled model in Theorem 1, by
the reasoning that the index of a state equals the minimum
auxiliary cost that makes the scheduling actions of the terminal
under the current state equally beneficial.

Remark 3: The index is a generalization of the previous
results in [6] where the index without randomly generated
status packets is derived. In their work, the index is (with
transmission success probability p = 1, user weight α = 1
and frame length T = 1 in [6])
x,

1
h(h + 1),
(20)
2
where h is the AoI of the terminal. Based on (18), with λ = 1
and hence the packet age is a = 1, we obtain


1
1
1
1 2
−
d = d(d + 1).
(21)
m(1, d) = d +
2
λ 2
2
C(h) =

The difference between h in (20) and d = h − 1 in (21)
is due to the fact that [6] adopts the pre-action age and we
adopt the post-action age; either case does not affect the results
much. The derived index also coincides with [7] when a = 1.
Therefore, it is observed that our results are consistent with
previous work and generalize to the scenario with random
packet arrivals and arbitrary buffering strategy.

IV. I NDEX -P RIORITIZED R ANDOM ACCESS P OLICY

The index policy derived above clearly requires global
information (all the age and AoI information) for scheduling
decisions, and hence it is recognized as a centralized scheduling policy which makes it undesirable in wireless uplinks
due to signaling overhead concerns. Nonetheless, inspired by
the index policy, we describe an index-prioritized random
access policy (IPRA) which achieves the same universally
near-optimal AoI performance as the index policy, however,
with decentralized protocol structure. A key observation is
∀m1 , m2 with m1 < m2 ⇒ Πm1 ⊆ Πm2 ,
(17) that each terminal can calculate its own index, denoted by In ,
based on its transmission history and packet arrivals. Thereby,
and for m = 0, Πm = ∅; for m → ∞, Πm is the entire state this individual index is mapped to a transmission probability
based on a public mapping function which captures the idea
space.
Theorem 2 (Indexability): Consider the decoupled model that only valuable packets (packets with high index value)
and the scheduling policy πD given in Theorem 1, then πD is are transmitted; a random access (contention) period is hence
indexable.
 introduced to resolve possible collisions. The selection of the
public mapping function is tricky and we propose to use a
Proof: See Appendix B for details.
single-threshold function which, notwithstanding its simplicThe index for any state is described as follows.
Theorem 3 (Whittle’s Index): Consider the decoupled model ity, achieves near-optimal performance based on simulation
results. The detail procedure is described in Algorithm 1.
and denote the index by m(a, d) with state (a, d),
In IPRA, two parameters, i.e., transmission probability p and





1
1
λ 2
λ
1 2

index
threshold indexThreshold, need to be optimized. In our

−
x, if d > a + 1 −
a;
 x +
2
λ
2
2
2
implementation
we find that the optimization is usually easy
m(a, d) =

since the performance as a function of these parameters, i.e.,
d

 ,
otherwise,
f (p, indexThreshold), is quasi-concave (unimodal). Therefore,
λ
(18) well-known methods such as [15] can be applied.

Algorithm 1: IPRA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Contention period: For n ∈ {1, ..., N }
if In ≥ indexThreshold then
Terminal-n transmits with probability p.
else
Terminal-n is idle.
Transmission/Collision frame:
If the transmission is successful, the central controller
feeds back an ACK; otherwise a NACK is fed back.
Go to the contention period.
Renewal interval
Ts

𝛿

Contention period

Tc

Ts

Collision frame

Transmission frame
for terminal-j

NACK

ACK

Transmission frame
for terminal-i

Contention period

Fig. 3. Transmission timeline of IPRA.

Furthermore, we will show in the following that the overhead of IPRA, which includes the contention period and
collision frames, is negligible. Denote the transmission frame
length and collision frame length as Ts and Tc respectively, and
δ as the length of one contention slot. We assume Ts = Tc
which is the worst-case assumption meaning that a terminal
can only finds out the transmission fails after one entire
transmission frame.
Theorem 4:
PK
Ts
k=1 Ts 1s,k
lim
→ ∞,
(22)
→ 1, with
PK
K→∞
δ
k=1 τk
where τk denotes the length of the k-th renewal interval, and
1s,k is a indicator function denoting whether the transmission
is successful in the k-th renewal interval.

Proof: The proof is based on the elementary renewal
theory and previous work on CSMA in, e.g., [16]. The details
are omitted due to lack of space. Moreover, the ratio of Tδs is
usually very high (around 100 is common [16]) and hence the
overhead of IPRA is negligible.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results based on
computer simulations which run the scheduling policies for
106 time slots and obtain the time-average AoI. It is no surprise
that the Whittle’s index policy is near-optimal given many
existing works which have validated this conclusion in various
scenarios. In view of this, the main purpose of the section is
to highlight the performance difference between the Whittle’s
index policy with optimal packet management (one-packet
buffers) and several existing scheduling policies [7], [8], and
to demonstrate the performance of IPRA.
First in Fig. 4, a 2-terminal case is considered and the
optimum AoI based on solving the MDP via relative value
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Fig. 4. Performance comparisons with optimum by solving the MDP and 2
terminals having identical packet arrival rate (left) and heterogeneous arrival
rates (right) with terminal 1’s arrival rate shown as x-axis and terminal 2’s
fixed as 0.5.

iteration is obtained. The difference between the Whittle’s
index policy and the optimum is hardly visible, whereas the
no-buffer index policy suffers evident performance loss when
the packet arrival rate is low. This can be explained that the
no-buffer strategy drops precious (when with low arrival rates)
status packets when both terminals have arrivals in the same
time slot; in this case packets should be stored for update in
the future. Note that the no-buffer index policy is identical
with the index policy in this paper when λ approaches one,
by showing that the index in Theorem 2 in this regime, i.e.,
(21), coincides with the index in [7].1
The performance gap between one-buffer and no-buffer
index policies is more pronounced in Fig. 5, where we
also simulate the decentralized policy RR-ONE in [8] and
IPRA. It has been shown in [8] that RR-ONE achieves the
optimal scaling factor with a large N but is suboptimal with
finite N ; this is observed in the figure. It is shown that
the gap between no-buffer and one-buffer policies is most
evident when the mean arrival interval is comparable with the
number of terminals, i.e., the joint-asymptotic regime where
N → ∞, λ1 → ∞, and N λ → C, where C is a fixed
constant. This is because in this regime, the delays due to
scheduling among terminals and random packet arrivals are
equally significant and hence neither can be ignored, making
the optimal policy most elusive; when N → ∞ the delay due
to random packet arrivals can be neglected and hence dropping
packets by no-buffer policy is also near-optimal.
More importantly, we find in Fig. 5 that IPRA achieves
universally near-optimal performance by noting that its performance is very close to the one-buffer index policy. The
length of one contention slot is set to be 1/100 [16] of a
transmission frame which is of the same length of a time slot
in RR-ONE and index policies. The transmission probability
and index threshold in IPRA are optimized based on a bisection search algorithm.
To demonstrate the benefit of buffering packets over nobuffer policies, we compare the normalized indices with various a; note that only the relative value of the index is relevant
hence justifying the normalization. The benefit of buffering
is shown by the fact that the index value of a state with the
packet’s age larger than one is still significant; hence dropping
1 The difference between h here and h + 1 in [7] is due to the difference
in the definitions of initial packet age.

300

that the status update is decentralized. Moreover, it is shown
that the performance of IPRA is nearly identical with the index
policy and outperforms state-of-the-arts in the literature.
For future IoT applications where the main objective is
to optimize the status update timeliness in wireless uplinks,
IPRA is a promising decentralized multiple-access solution
achieving better information freshness with smaller signaling
overhead compared with current approaches, e.g., CSMA and
grant-based schemes in cellular systems. Future work includes
considering arbitrary packet arrival patterns such as bursty
arrivals, as well as non-Markovian information sources.
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As a first step, given an arbitrary auxiliary cost m ≥ 0, two
assumptions regarding the optimal policy and the solution are
made.
Assumption 1: The optimal policy is a threshold policy,
denoted by πD , that is given any state (a, d), the optimal action
is to idle when 0 ≤ d < Da and to schedule when d ≥ Da .
Furthermore, the thresholds satisfy

0.8
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D1 ≤ D2 ≤ ... ≤ Da ≤ ... 

0.2

(23)

Assumption 2: For any a,
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the difference between the Whittle’s indices with optimal
buffering strategy and no-buffer.

the packet of such kind losses performance. In particular, based
on observation 1 in the figure, a state with (a, h) = (1, 10) has
approximately the same index with a state (2, 20), meaning
that scheduling a terminal with state (2, 20) (buffering the
packet for one time slot) is equally beneficial with one with
(1, 10), whereas the no-buffer index deems the state (2, 20) as
zero-value which is clearly sub-optimal.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In summary, the answer to the question whether decentralized status update can achieve universally near-optimal
AoI in wireless multiaccess channels is positive based on
the following presented results: (a) The centralized Whittle’s
index policy which has near-optimal performance is derived
in closed-form and the indexability is established. The performance thereof serves as a performance benchmark for
optimality. (b) IPRA adopts the derived index to prioritize
packet transmissions among terminals and a random access
procedure is applied with proven negligible overhead, such

f (a, 0) ≤ f (a, 1) ≤ ... ≤ f (a, d) ≤ ... 

(24)

Both assumptions are in fact intuitive as explained in the
following. The threshold-based policy structure in Assumption
1 stems from the tradeoff between auxiliary cost and AoI
reduction (d) in each time slot; the monotonicity of the thresholds in (23) reflects the fact that with a relatively older packet
(larger a) at terminal-side, it is better wait for a new packet
arrival than to schedule this time. The Assumption 2 simply
states the fact that a state with a larger AoI and the same packet
age has a larger cost-to-go value. Although reasonable, after
we solve the Bellman equations, we will check the consistency
of these assumptions. For ease of exposition, we assume the
thresholds can be real values in this section.
With πD , an important property regarding the differential
cost-to-go function is stated below.
Proposition 1: For any a1 , a2 ≥ 1, 0 ≤ d1 < Da1 , 0 ≤
d2 < Da2 , and a1 + d1 = a2 + d2 , we have
f (a1 , d1 ) = f (a2 , d2 ). 

(25)

Proof: To prove this proposition, we first prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 1: There exists aM such that ∀a ≥ aM , the threshold
Da = DaM is a constant.

Proof: Based on (23), the thresholds are monotonically
increasing with respect to a. Note that when d ≥ m, observing

the cost-to-go equations in (13), we can show that the optimal
action in this case is to schedule the terminal, that is the upper
part in the minimization (denoted by µ0 (a, d)) is larger than
the lower part (denoted by µ1 (a, d)). Concretely, with d ≥ m,
µ0 (a, d) − µ1 (a, d)
= d − m + (1 − λ)(f (a + 1, d) − f (a + 1, 0))
+λ(f (1, d + a) − f (1, a)) ≥ 0.

(26)

The equality is based on Assumption 2. This means that ∀a,
Da ≤ m. Therefore, the threshold array {Da : a = 1, 2, ...}
is monotonically increasing with a finite upper bound; hence
the limitation exists and this concludes the proof.
Given πD and based on Lemma 1, the action when a ≥ aM
and d ≥ DaM is to schedule the terminal. Therefore, based on
(13) and Assumption 1 we have DaM ≥ D1 , and hence

It is therefore clear that the proposition holds for any
a1 , a2 , d1 , d2 satisfying a1 + d1 = a2 + d2 ≥ DaM + aM − 1.
For a1 , a2 , d1 , d2 satisfying a1 +d1 = a2 +d2 < DaM +aM −1,
an induction based proof is adopted.
Suppose the proposition holds for any a1 , a2 , d1 , d2 satisfying a1 + d1 = a2 + d2 = DaM + aM − 1 − s, 0 ≤ s ≤
DaM + aM − 2, d1 < Da1 and d2 < Da2 , then for any
a01 , a02 , d01 , d02 satisfying a01 + d01 = a02 + d02 = DaM + aM − 2 − s
and d01 < Da01 , d02 < Da02 , the action is to idle based on πD .
It follows from (13) that
f (a01 , d01 )
= −Jˆ∗ + d01 + a01 + (1 − λ)f (a01 + 1, d01 ) + λf (1, d01 + a01 )
(a)

= −Jˆ∗ + d02 + a02 + (1 − λ)f (a02 + 1, d02 ) + λf (1, d02 + a02 )
= f (a02 , d02 ).

(35)

ˆ∗

f (1, d) + J = 1 + m + (1 − λ)f (2, 0) + λf (1, 1), d ≥ DaM .
(27)
Note that based on (27), f (1, d) = f (1, DaM ), ∀d ≥ DaM .
Additionally, the action when d = DaM − 1 and a ≥ aM is to
idle, and hence,
f (a, DaM − 1) + Jˆ∗
= DaM + a − 1 + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, DaM − 1)

f (a, 0) = −Jˆ∗ + a + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, 0) + λf (1, a)
= −Jˆ∗ + a + f (a + 1, 0),
(36)

+λf (1, DaM + a − 1)
= DaM + a − 1 + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, DaM − 1)
+λf (1, DaM ).

(28)

Denote
g , DaM − Jˆ∗ − 1 + λf (1, DaM ),

(29)

we obtain
f (a, DaM − 1) = a + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, DaM − 1) + g.(30)
Solving (30) recursively with respect to a yields
f (a, DaM − 1) = γ0 (1 − λ)aM −a +

The equality (a) is based on the induction hypothesis. Also
note that d01 < Da01 ≤ Da01 +1 based on Assumption 1, and
hence the conditions are all satisfied. For the induction basis,
the proposition holds for s = 0 based on (33). Therefore, the
proposition is concluded.
For 1 ≤ a < D1 , based on (13),

where the last equality is based on Proposition 1. Given that
f (1, 0) = 0, it follows that
a(a − 1)
f (a, 0) = (a − 1)Jˆ∗ −
, 1 ≤ a ≤ D1 .
2

To proceed, we obtain another important property of the
solution in the following proposition.
Proposition 2: For any state (a, d) with a ≥ 1 and d ≥ Da ,

a+g 1−λ
+
(31)
λ
λ2

where γ0 = f (aM , DaM − 1) − aMλ+g − 1−λ
λ2 and a ≥ aM .
When γ0 6= 0, the expression has an exponential term which
is unreasonable because this means a state with a larger
packet age (and the same d) has an exponentially larger cost;
moreover, we will show the solution with γ0 = 0 is a valid
solution by checking the consistency. A condition is used in
[17] under similar circumstances by claiming
lim (1 − λ)a f (a, DaM − 1) = 0,

a→∞

(32)

which essentially carries the same meaning as ours. Likewise,
we obtain
a+g−s
1
f (a, DaM − s) =
+ 2,
λ
λ
a ≥ s + aM − 1, 1 ≤ s ≤ DaM ,
(33)

(37)

f (a, d) − f (a, 0) = m.

(38)

Proof: For some state (a, d) with a ≥ 1 and d ≥ Da ,
based on (13) and πD ,
f (a, d) = −Jˆ∗ + a + m + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, 0) + λf (1, a)
f (a, 0) = −Jˆ∗ + a + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, 0) + λf (1, a). (39)
Therefore the proposition is concluded by observing the difference of the two above equations.
Remark 4: This proposition is reasonable since for states
(a, d) with d ≥ Da and π(D) , the relative cost compared with
state (a, 0) is a one-time scheduling auxiliary cost m. A direct
corollary is that
f (1, d) = f (1, 0) + m = m, d ≥ D1 . 

(40)

Based on Proposition 1 and the same arguments in (31), we
obtain

Note that, e.g.,
f (aM , DaM − 1) = f (aM + 1, DaM − 2) = ...
= f (DaM + aM − 1, 0).

(34)

f (a, 0) =

1
a − Jˆ∗ − 1
+ m + 2 , a ≥ D1 .
λ
λ

(41)

Based on Proposition 2, when d ≥ Da it follows that
f (a, d)
= m + f (a, 0)

(a − 1)a

 m + aJˆ∗ −
,
if 1 ≤ a < D1 ;
2
=
(42)

 a + 2m − 1 − λ Jˆ∗ + 1 − λ , if a ≥ D1 .
λ
λ
λ2
Combining (37) and (41) when d = D1 gives us the
relationship among m, Jˆ∗ and D1 , i.e.,


1 ˆ∗ D12
D1
D1
λ−1
m = D1 − 1 +
. (43)
J −
+
−
+
λ
2
2
λ
λ2
Now we have obtained all differential cost-to-go function
expressions based on πD . To show that this is the solution to
the Bellman equations, we need to demonstrate the policy πD ,
whereby we assume the optimal policy has certain properties
in Assumption 1 and 2, is indeed consistent. In this regard, it
will be shown that by carefully arranging the thresholds Da
with a = 1, 2, ..., the threshold policy πD is the solution to
the Bellman equations in each state. Let us first check the
boundary points, i.e., state (a, Da ).
For state (a, Da ), observe the cost-to-go equations in (13),
we need to show that the optimal action in this case is to
schedule the terminal, that is the upper part in the minimization
(denoted by µ0 (a, Da )) is larger than the lower part (denoted
by µ1 (a, Da )). First, consider the case where a ≥ D1 , the
difference is

Furthermore, for some state (a, d) with d > Da , based on
Assumption 2 and (13) the upper part which is associated
with idling the terminal keeps increasing while the lower part
stays the same, it is clear that
µ0 (a, d) − µ1 (a, d) ≥ 0, d > Da ,

once (45) and (47) are both satisfied.
Then the states are examined in which, based on πD , the
terminal should be idle. Specifically, for some state (a, Da −1)
with a ≥ D1 , we obtain
µ0 (a, Da − 1) − µ1 (a, Da − 1)
= Da − 1 − m + (1 − λ)(f (a + 1, Da − 1) − f (a + 1, 0))
+λ(f (1, Da − 1 + a) − f (1, a))
1−λ
(a)
(Da − 1) ≤ 0,
= Da − 1 − m +
λ

Da ≤ λm + 1.

+λ(f (1, Da + a) − f (1, a))
Da
≥ 0,
= Da − m + (1 − λ)
λ

(a)

With 1 ≤ a < D1 ,
µ0 (a, Da − 1) − µ1 (a, Da − 1)
= Da − 1 − m + (1 − λ)(f (a + 1, Da − 1) − f (a + 1, 0))
+λ(f (1, Da − 1 + a) − f (1, a))
(a)

= Da − 1 − m + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, Da − 1)

(b)

= Da − 1 − m + (1 − λ)

(44)

where the equality (a) is attributed to (40) and (41). Therefore
we obtain a condition
Da ≥ λm.

(45)

The case with 1 ≤ a < D1 yields
µ0 (a, Da ) − µ1 (a, Da )
= Da − m + (1 − λ)(f (a + 1, Da ) − f (a + 1, 0))
+λ(f (1, Da + a) − f (1, a))
(a)

= Da − m + (1 − λ)f (a + 1, Da ) + λm − f (a + 1, 0)
!
1
Da + a − Jˆ∗
(b)
+m+ 2
= Da − m + (1 − λ)
λ
λ
(46)

where the equality (a) follows from Proposition 1 and 2 and
equality (b) is from (41). We obtain the second condition:
Da ≥ (1 − λ + aλ)Jˆ∗ − a + 1 − λ

(50)

+λm − f (a + 1, 0)

= Da − m + (1 − λ)(f (a + 1, Da ) − f (a + 1, 0))

a(a + 1)
+λm − aJ +
≤ 0,
2

(49)

where the equality (a) follows from (41), and thus another
condition is

µ0 (a, Da ) − µ1 (a, Da )

ˆ∗

(48)

1
a(a − 1)
− . (47)
2
λ

+λm − aJˆ∗ +

1
Da + a − Jˆ∗ − 1
+m+ 2
λ
λ

a(a + 1)
≤ 0,
2

!

(51)

where the equality (a) follows from Proposition 1 and 2
and equality (b) is from (41). Hence, the following condition
should be satisfied.
a(a − 1)
1
Da ≤ (1 − λ + aλ)Jˆ∗ − a + 2 − λ
− . (52)
2
λ
Following the same arguments before, for some state (a, d)
with d < Da − 1, based on Assumption 2 and (13) the
upper part which is associated with idling the terminal keeps
decreasing when d decreases while the lower part stays the
same, it is thus clear that
µ0 (a, d) − µ1 (a, d) ≤ 0, d < Da − 1,

(53)

once (50) and (52) are both satisfied. To summarize, the valid
solution should satisfy the following conditions as well as (43).
a(a − 1)
1
− ≤ Da ≤ ...
2
λ
a(a − 1)
1
(1 − λ + aλ)Jˆ∗ − a + 2 − λ
− , if 1 ≤ a < D1 ;
2
λ
λm ≤ Da ≤ λm + 1,
if a ≥ D1 . (54)
(1 − λ + aλ)Jˆ∗ − a + 1 − λ

Solving for the solution to the above, we obtain D1 is the
unique positive solution to the following equation:


1 2
1
1
D +
−
D1 − m = 0.
2 1
λ 2
(55)
The uniqueness of the positive solution can be shown based
on the above formula. The rest of the thresholds are given by

(a − 1)a

(1 − λ + aλ) D1 − λ
, if 1 ≤ a < D1 ;
Da =
2

λm,
if a ≥ D1 .
(56)
The average AoI is

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF FOR T HEOREM 2
Observe the thresholds in Theorem (1). With m = 0,
the maximum threshold equals zero. Moreover, based on the
monotonicity of the thresholds which is shown in the proof
of Theorem 1, all thresholds are zero and hence the idle state
space is an empty space. On the other hand, when m goes to
infinity, all the thresholds go to infinity with it and hence the
idle state space approaches the entire space. Moreover, for any
m1 < m2 , the thresholds associated with m1 are no larger than
those with m2 , and hence the monotonicity condition follows
straightforwardly. This concludes the proof.
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